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the huairou Commission, with support from the norwegian Ministry of foreign 

affairs and the swedish international agency for Cooperation and development, 

implemented a participatory action research in collaboration with the Community 

Practitioners Platform in latin america and the Caribbean. Carried out in Brazil, 

ecuador, guatemala, honduras, Jamaica, nicaragua, Peru, and venezuela by gras-

sroots women facilitators, one of the goals for the initiative is that through the pro-

cess, grassroots women strengthen their capacity to conduct participatory research 

and advocacy. they also reaffirmed their ongoing work in disaster risk reduction 

and climate change adaptation, as well as organizing, networking, and leadership. 

the findings were systemized in such a way that participating groups are able to use 

the data in their own initiatives. 

the resulting report, “Mujeres resilientes: incluyendo las Prioridades de resiliencia 

comunitaria en la agenda Post 2015 y el Marco de acción de hyogo: Perspectivas 

de américa latina y el Caribe,” was released on the occasion of unisdr’s fourth 

session of the regional Platform for disaster risk reduction in the americas in 

guayaquil (May 27-29, 2014). in recognition of grassroots women’s efforts in latin 

america and the Caribbean, we are pleased to release an english edition of the 

report for wider circulation. 

the year 2015 will be a milestone when global processes such as World Confe-

rence on disaster risk reduction in sendai, Japan (March 14-18) would potentially 

reshape the resilience agenda, as well as united nations’ sustainable development 

goals. the huairou Commission, along with local, national, and regional leaders of 

the Community Practitioners Platform urge all stakeholders that grassroots women 

play active roles in the planning, designing, monitoring and evaluation processes of 

disaster risk reduction.

Katia Araujo Janice Peterson
deputy director of Programs  Chair
Community resilience,   
land and housing Campaign

FOREWORd
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the Community Practitioners Platform for resilience (CPP) is an organizing and net-

working mechanism for community-based groups, grassroots women-led groups in 

particular, to reduce their vulnerability to disaster and climate risks in rural and 

urban areas. aimed at building community-to-community support for advancing lo-

cal development, CPP strategies include fostering exchanges of risk reduction and 

resilience building practices and establishing multi-community action plans that can 

be advanced with public officials and/or other stakeholders such as ngos, donors, 

and research institutions. 

this action research spotlights the realities, actions, and gains of CPP’s latin ameri-

can and Caribbean member organizations. the data was collected by grassroots 

women’s community-based organizations. instead of an external agency adminis-

tering the research in an extractive fashion, these groups took ownership of the pro-

cess. the research aims to build grassroots capacities to conduct primary research 

We also encouraged the organizations involved to utilize the data they collected for 

their own purposes, such as advocacy and campaigning. 

CPP’s grassroots women’s organization members from Brazil, ecuador, guatemala, 

honduras, Jamaica, nicaragua, Peru and venezuela conducted a total of 402 sur-

veys and 18 focus group discussions. our research coordinator also implemented 

in-depth case studies in honduras and Peru. all information collected by the groups 

was organized and systematized by the huairou Commission, secretariat of the 

global campaign for community resilience.

the participatory action research sets out to understanding the following: 

• experiences of disasters and climate change by grassroots communities

• risks faced by grassroots women in land and food security

• Community partners and allies’ roles in resilience building

• Programs and public policies that advance resilience priorities

respondents from both rural and urban communities identified predominant effects 

of disasters as: damage to crops and public infrastructure, scarcity of drinkable 

water, loss and damages to housing, and emotional and psychological stress. those 

surveyed associate climate change with recurrent hazards they are facing, such 

EXECuTIVE SuMMARY
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as droughts, unpredictable weather, changes in rainy and dry seasons, etc. this is 

especially the case in rural areas, where much of the population depends on natural 

resources and farming as sources of food and income.

in our resilience approach, secure tenure of land and housing is a pre-condition for 

grassroots women to gain a more equitable role economically, politically, and so-

cially. having access, control and ownership over land provides women the power 

to participate in decision-making processes, which affect their lives, their families 

and communities. secure tenure is also linked to food security. in rural communities, 

people are highly dependent on agriculture for subsistence and livelihoods. in urban 

areas, decline in agricultural outputs in the rural areas usually translates to scarcity 

and rising food prices. our findings show we have much work to do on this issue.

all the respondents acknowledge the importance of building partnerships to ad-

vance community resilience. these partnerships have supported grassroots organi-

zations mainly through training in areas such as disaster risk reduction, sustainable 

agricultural techniques, natural resource management, food security, community 

organizing, and women’s leadership. their main partners are ngos, grassroots 

community organizations, national and international civil society organizations, and 

local governments. grassroots groups also acknowledge the role of the private 

sector as key to new processes and a potential ally to amplify and diversify their 

emerging development work. 

When asked about the biggest benefits of being part of an organized group, many 

respondents cite capacity building and training others in risk management as a ma-

jor benefit. they noted how important it is for them to secure benefits for their 

community as a leader. notably, many cite their personal development as women 

leaders as a major factor in their work with grassroots organizations. it is also clear 

to CPP members that working in resilience building have widen their reach by link-

ing them to poverty reduction, socioeconomic enterprise development, and public 

policy formation. 

Based on systemization of the survey and focus group findings, final reflections on 

grassroots women’s efforts in building community resilience in laC show that work 

needs to continue in the following areas:

RESILIENT WOMEN 

IntegratIng CommunIty resIlIenCe PrIorItIes In the Post-2015 agenda
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Resilience practices. sustain existing disaster risk reduction and climate change 

adaption projects. Provide technical know-how in adaptive agricultural practices, 

sustainable natural resource management, food security, land tenure, social entre-

preneurship, etc. strengthen grassroots organizations that have projects and pro-

grams in action to avoid losing gains made.

Advocacy. expand the Community Practitioners Platform as a mechanism to tend 

to the needs of marginalized communities. direct attention to the community’s 

needs implies working closely with local government, and establishing dialogue and 

participatory processes in which communities and organized women feel they are 

being listened to and supported.

empowerment. Concentrate on grassroots women’s training and empowerment 

as the foundation for the community’s resilience and development processes. fi-

nancial and human resources must be directed to promote women’s leadership 

and community organizing. Many of them regard serving the community and being 

recognized as someone who aids its development as a major benefit of being part 

of an organized group.

Recognition. Publicly recognize and consolidate grassroots women’s development 

gains by sharing their practices and achievements so that women’s experiences 

may be known and replicated in other communities. this would contribute to guaran- 

teeing women’s rights to be informed and participate in decision-making processes.

networking mechanism such as community Practitioners Platform is vital 
to influencing public policy processes at the local, national, regional and 
global levels. networks allow community leaders to connect to other national and 

international institutions. the interviews held with national and local government 

representatives resulted in the acknowledgment of the role that grassroots wo- 

men’s organizations play with respect to organizing communities for collective  

action and advocacy. even in situations where disaster risk reduction and climate 

change adaptation policies and programs exist, grassroots communities have not 

received the potential gains due to marginalization from decision-making pro-

cesses. in case after case around the world, grassroots actions have transformed 

communities from mere beneficiaries to active agents that initiate partnerships that 

made government policies and program more accountable and effective. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

cAPRAde andean regional disaster Management agency

cbo  Community-based organization 

ccA  Climate change adaptation 

cenePRed national Center for disaster assessment Prevention and risk reduction of Peru

cePRedenAc Center for Coordination of natural disasters in Central america

conAmoVidi national Confederation of organized Women for life and integral development

coPeco Permanent Commission of emergencies of honduras

cPP  Community Practitioners Platform for resilience 

cRf  Community resilience fund 

cso  Civil society organization 

dRR  disaster risk reduction 

hc huairou Commission

hfA  hyogo framework for action 

icf forest Conservancy institute

indeci national disaster Management authority of Peru

lAc latin america and the Caribbean

mou  Memorandum of understanding 

nGo  non-governmental organization

sAG Ministry of agriculture and animal husbandry of honduras 

sdG sustainable development goals

seA el agustino educational services

sePlAn Ministry of Planning and external Cooperation of honduras 

seRnA Ministry of natural resources and the environment

unisdR  united nations office for disaster risk reduction 

usAid-ofdA office of u.s. foreign disaster assistance of the united states agency for 

 international development
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latin american and Caribbean grassroots women’s organizations joined huairou 

Commission’s Community resilience campaign in 2008, after a three-day peer lear-

ning exchange entitled “the role of Power in grassroots Women’s groups and 

indigenous People in the reduction of disaster risk.” held in guatemala City, it 

was hosted by fundación guatemala, organized by groots international, and 

supported by Pro-vention Consortium. More than 50 women leaders representing 

25 grassroots organizations in the region shared practices and strategies and de-

veloped action plans to promote an integrated approach to disaster risk-reduction, 

climate change adaptation, poverty reduction, and to boost their role in public policy 

and decision-making bodies.

two years later, in 2010, the huairou Commission and groots international crea-

ted the Community Practitioners Platform for resilience (CPP) at the invitation of 

united nations international strategy for disaster reduction (unisdr). CPP is a 

tool for organizing and network building, allowing grassroots groups to work across 

communities and formally cooperate with governments and other key actors to 

scale up local efforts to reduce disaster and climate risks and to foster long-term 

resilient development. 

INTROduCTION
BUILDING A CuLTuRE OF RESILIENCE
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to build support among communities to advance local resilient development, CPP’s 

strategies are to foster exchanges of good practices and action planning from va-

rious communities as the first steps in making policies more accountable to those 

who live and work in poor communities. the CPP is a space for advocacy, exchan-

ge, and dialogue led by grassroots women’s organizations and communities inves-

ted in building resilience. the principles of building the CPP are:

• advocacy and partnering between community-based organizations, local and na-

tional governments, and multilateral agencies;

• networking between members to share, transfer and aggregate good practices 

and lessons for scaling up community-driven resilience; 

• financing community-driven resilient development

the CPP’s creation presents a unique opportunity for grassroots women to play a 

key role in drafting agendas and influencing public policies, and connecting with 

global initiatives such as hyogo framework for action. the platform works to en-

hance the visibility of innovations and partnerships built in communities to reduce 

the impact of disasters and climate change. 

the huairou commission is a global coalition that empowers grassroots women’s organizations to 

enhance their community development practice and exercise collective political power at the global level. 

driven by grassroots women’s organizations from around the world, the members and partners of the  

huairou Commission (hC) believe it is in the best interest of local communities and grassroots women to 

expand their participation and leadership in community development work on the issues that affect their daily 

lives. they agree that grassroots women’s participation in local to global decision-making is a reliable route  

to achieving gender equitable, pro-poor policies and investments. 

the organization is structured as a global membership coalition of women’s networks, ngos and grassroots 

women’s organizations in more than 50 countries. the majority of its work takes place through four  

campaigns: Community resilience, aids, governance, and land and housing. these campaigns were identi-

fied in a bottom-up way from the work and interest of grassroots women’s organizations in its membership. 

Campaign members are grassroots groups, ngos and other partners who use the hC’s thematic campaigns 

as collective organizing spaces in which grassroots women can lead the demonstration and transfer of  

practices within and across countries and leverage their constituencies and robust practice base to negotiate 

with decision makers. 

Member network GRoots international, a global network of women-led grassroots organizations 

leads the campaign on Community resilience. it began as a response to the growing needs and demands  

of grassroots women to support the leadership and work they had undertaken in their communities to rebuild 

in the wake of disasters such as the Maharashtra, india earthquake in 1993 and hurricane Mitch, which  

hit honduras in 1998. 

COMMUNITY PRACTITIONERS PLATFORM FOR RESILIENCE
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a CPP consists of two main groups. the first is community-based organizations; 

particularly grassroots women’s groups that have scaled up their efforts, built part-

nerships with local and/or national authorities or linked their risk reduction work to 

development and poverty reduction programs. Participation in the CPP allows them 

to share their advanced practices and collectively advocate to scale up locally led 

initiatives. 

the second group consists of representatives from governments, policy and donor 

agencies, and academia that share an interest and commitment to seeing commu-

nity-based groups succeed. their role is to provide advice, help identify programs, 

policies and resources that can scale up collaborative, community-driven risk and 

vulnerability reduction. the Platform’s activities include the following:

• Convene grassroots community experts in regional and national forums to share 

practices, lessons and identify advocacy priorities;

• Promote interface between community leaders and local authorities, national go-

vernments and other donors and policy makers;

• facilitate community-led actions that demonstrate the capacities of grassroots 

women and communities to undertake public roles in resilience;

• Communicate and publicize lessons, insights and advocacy messages of the CPP.

coRe GRAssRoots Women’s stRAteGies

the core of huairou Commission’s strategies in building resilience shares with other 

campaigns, such as aids, governance, and land and housing in that it starts with 

women collectively analyzing their realities. in this case, women identify disaster 

and climate-related risks and vulnerabilities in the communities, then prioritize and 

put in place activities to protect lives, homes, assets, livelihoods, services and in-

frastructure. the Community resilience campaign conceptualizes this as a four-

point strategy, dubbed a ‘resilience diamond,’ to illustrate grassroots women’s 

interrelated strategies (diagram 1).

alluding to the geometric shape, the four points of the ‘diamond’ refer to four se-

parate and distinct domains of activities. not only are these cornerstones of inter-

locking strategies that build community capacities for resilience, the horizontal and 

vertical axes connecting the top-bottom and left-right domains are mutually reinfor-

cing. on the vertical axis, the internally focused “strengthening women’s organizing 

and leadership” is bolstered by outwardly focused work of “building constituents 

and coalitions” with broader community, local authorities, government agencies, 

ngos, private companies, and other development actors. on the horizontal axis, 

practice-focused work to “promote resilient development through awareness and 

locally-led initiatives” brings concrete benefits by providing technical capacity and 

resources to at-risk communities, and amplified by advocating for systemic change 

the community Resilience 
fund is a unique mechanism that  

channels flexible funds directly to  

grassroots women’s organizations. it 

counters the predominantly top-down 

approach to disaster risk reduction, 

where priorities are pre-identified by 

national agencies and frequently not 

aligned with local priorities. 

developed by groots international 

and the huairou Commission, the fund 

puts resources directly in the hands 

of grassroots women’s organizations, 

thus enabling women to exercise public 

leadership, mobilize communities, nur-

ture grassroots learning and innovation, 

transfer practices and build partner-

ships. it allows communities to leverage 

additional support from local or national 

governments, scale-up solutions and 

influence decision-making.  

the Community resilience fund is  

currently being implemented in 18 coun-

tries in asia, africa, and latin america 

and the Caribbean.
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through “influencing and change public policy processes.” in short, the resilience 

diamond is a map of dynamic interlocking pathways that are continuously being 

developed, refined, and expanded by grassroots women working collectively with 

community and with external partners.

BUILD CONSTITUENCIES
& NETWORKS

PROMOTE DEVELOPMENT 
THROUGH AWARENESS

& LOCALLY-LED INITIATIVES

INFLUENCE & CHANGE
PUBLIC POLICY & PROCESSES

(local, national, regional, and global)

STRENGTHEN GRASSROOTS WOMEN’S
ORGANIZING & LEADERSHIP

Appointments to advisory 
& planning boards

Formalization of women’s groups and 
grassroots leaders as trainers, 

advisers, and joint implementations

Development of community focused 
programs and resources 

Community mapping

Demonstration of good practices

Local-to-local dialogues (a grassroots 
women's strategy to collectively 

influence decision-making)

Awareness building

 Leadership training

Skills and capacity strengthening 
of women’s groups

Networking with other community groups

Community to community exchange

Partnerships with local government 
authorities and ministries

diagram 1. coRe stRAteGies foR GRAssRoots Women-led Resilience
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resilience is the community’s ability 

to organize to be able to mitigate the 

impacts of hazards and climate change, 

protecting resources such as lives, 

homes, houses, material belongings, 

services and infrastructure. this includes 

the ability of the community to foster 

development processes, social media 

and institutional associations which 

strengthen their ability to anticipate, 

endure, resist and bounce back from a 

disaster (fordham and gupta, 2011). 

lAnd tenuRe As An entRy Point to Resilience

More than from physical hazards or environmental factors, the vulnerability of 

communities living in poverty to natural disasters often stems from unequal de-

velopment processes such as social exclusion, economic marginalization, and lack 

of voice in policy formulation. improving poor families’ access to basic services, 

ensuring secure land tenure, housing, and livelihoods are integral to risk reduction. 

in urban areas, the threat of eviction prevents people from making improvements 

to their houses. in rural areas, access to land for agricultural purposes proves to 

be key to food security and livelihoods. improvements in land tenure allow rural 

communities to implement sustainable agricultural practices in order to adapt to 

climate change.

Moreover, women without equal land rights have fewer opportunities to influence 

land use decisions or to claim equitable compensatory rights should their homes 

be damaged or destroyed during disasters. therefore, resilience depends not only 

on a community’s capacity to rebuild the physical fabric, but also on broadening 

and strengthening its asset and resource base. as such, the huairou Commission 

and the Community Practitioners Platform advocate policies that provide grassroots 

women with secure and equal access to the use and control over land, opportunities 

to make land-related decisions, and resources for their autonomy, self-improve-

ment, and economic well being as a foundation to resilience.

this participatory action research aims to consolidate and expand the role of the 

Community Practitioners Platform in latin america and the Caribbean (laC) in 

order to give grassroots women greater role in global development agendas. By 

aggregating the knowledge, experiences, and practices of grassroots women, and 

by setting and organizing priorities in the laC region, grassroots women organiza-

tions could use evidence-based documentation to leverage greater support from 

stakeholders such as governments, donor agencies, and other civil society actors at 

local, national, regional and global levels.

as a disciplined process of inquiry conducted by and for those taking the action, 

participatory action research is essentially a tool to empower those who collect 

the data. through the process, grassroots women take important skills and lessons 

that can be used and/or replicated in their work to strengthen their organizations, 

improve processes, and enhance advocacy. in planning this research during 2013, 

laC member organizations felt the need to cover not only practices and definitions 

of community resilience, but also substantiate their participation and institutional 

partnerships as pathways to transformative change.

PuRPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
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the current study has in its background a 13-country global action research carried 

out in 2009 in response to and in collaboration with global network of Civil society 

organizations for disaster reduction. entitled “Women’s views from the frontli-

ne,” 23 grassroots women’s organizations and 1,181 local stakeholders participated 

from africa, asia, latin america and the Caribbean.1 amongst a number of issues, 

grassroots women asked about their awareness of rights, entitlements and responsi-

bilities with regard to disaster risk management programs in their countries; aware-

ness of financial resources at the local level to address disaster risks; and the extent 

to which women community representatives have been involved in public decision 

making processes at the community level. results from this 2009 research informed 

the direction of huairou Commission’s global campaign for community resilience, 

which in turn, propelled momentum for policy advocacy at a number of interna-

tional agencies such as unisdr, united nations development Program (undP), 

and the World Bank. on the ground, the research also catalyzed actions from gras-

sroots women to address existing gaps, evident by the fact that 7 of the 9 organi-

zations that participated in the 2009 research are now leaders in the CPP in laC.2  

the present research in laC is modeled after one developed and implemented in 

asia in 2012, in which 12 organizations surveyed 603 community leaders living and 

working in poor and disaster-prone communities in Bangladesh, india, indonesia, 

nepal, the Philippines, sri lanka and vietnam.3 similar to the action research in 

1 a condensed report of the findings is released as “Women’s views from the frontline.” 

the 4 key findings are: (1) women report they are excluded from emergency prepared-

ness and response programs; (2) information gaps between national programs and grass-

roots women’s organizations; (3) drr stakeholders lack a shared definition of effective 

risk reduction in poor, vulnerable communities; (4) organized constituencies of women 

with pro-poor drr practices represent untapped potential.

2 laC groups that participated in the 2009 action research were: Centro de Mujeres Can-

delarias/ fundación apachita (Bolivia); rede Pintadas (Brazil); Comité de emergencia 

garífuna (honduras); Construction resource and development Center (Jamaica); and 

ConaMovidi, servicios educativos el agustino, Central de Bancos Comunales de el 

agustino and sta. anita, Mujeres unidas para un Pueblo Mejor (Peru).

3 suranjana gupta and sangeetha Prushothaman, “What Communities Want: Putting Com-

munity resilience Priorities on the agenda for 2015,” new york: huairou Commission, 

2013. Best Practices foundation trained community based organizations and local ngos 

to administer the survey, as well as facilitated and documented focus group discussions. 

the Best Practices foundation team also undertook two in-depth case studies on the basis 

of field visits to daMPa in the Philippines and lumanti support group for shelter in nepal 

in January 2013, where the team interviewed multiple stakeholders, including grassroots 

women leaders, community members, and local and national government officials.

PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH dESIgN
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asia, this laC one has three components: survey questionnaire, focus group dis-

cussions, and semi-structured interviews. the following are the eight groups that 

led the action research in laC:

oRGAniZAtion countRy
espaço feminista Brazil

luna creciente ecuador

fundación Guatemala guatemala

Wagucha honduras

GRoots Jamaica Jamaica

unión de cooperativas de mujeres las brumas      nicaragua

GRoots Perú4  Peru

Rosa de montaña venezuela

these grassroots women’s organizations were selected based on their experience 

in building local capacity to respond to disasters and climate threats, and crea-

ting partnerships at the local, national, and regional levels, as well as influencing 

decision-making process and debates. in other words, their work embodies the 

interlocking strategies represented in the resilience diamond diagram.

the participatory action research aims to understand the following issues: 

• experiences of disasters and climate change by grassroots communities

• risks faced by grassroots women in land and food security

• Community partners and allies’ roles in resilience building

• Programs and public policies that advance resilience priorities

during every stage of the research design, members of the grassroots women’s 

organization provided feedback on the concept and survey tools developed by the 

huairou Commission’s technical team. as a result, there are more emphasis on 

land tenure, food security, partnership building, and the empowerment of women 

as they gain recognition in the community through their work. this participatory 

process enhanced grassroots leaders and facilitators’ capacity to analyze and re-

flect on key concepts, priorities, organizational history, political empowerment and 

advocacy.

 

4  groots Peru is a network of four local and national level organizations: ConaMovidi, 

sea, Central de Bancos Comunales and red de Mujeres lima este. 
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selection of survey respondents was the sole responsibility of the eight leading 

organizations. each organization was asked to conduct 50 surveys so there is equal 

number of respondents from each country. Between 2 to 5 facilitators from these 

organizations were trained on data collection methods. in addition to conference 

calls with huairou Commission’s technical team, a technical guide was developed 

so they become familiar with the concepts in the survey questionnaire. an additio-

nal guide was created to help facilitators conduct mind-mapping exercise during 

focus group discussions. all of them were also trained in ways to prepare partici-

pants to reflect on definitions of resilience and their priorities without influencing the 

respondents. special attention was paid to ensure the facilitators understood the 

utility of these exercises so they could conduct similar exercises on the issues they 

consider pertinent in the future. 

suRVey questionnAiRes 

the survey contains 38 questions with a mix of yes/no/don’t know, multiple choice, 

and open-ended answers. a total of 402 surveys were received,5 which represents 

responses from 331 women and 71 men who work in grassroots women’s groups 

or are community partners and allies in resilience. the questions are organized 

under the following categories (see appendix for the entire questionnaire):

• Contextual information 

• experience of the impacts of natural hazards, disasters and climate change 

• secure land tenure – land and property ownership, and potentials of eviction

• food security – household food production and adequate food intake

• external support and recommendations – training and support for disaster relief, 

risk reduction, security of land tenure.

focus GRouPs

the facilitators conducted a total of 18 focus groups and semi-structured interviews. 

focusing on highlighting grassroots women’s voices, respondents participated in 

mind mapping exercises to capture the values and perceptions, as well as past and 

present experiences working in resilience building. the focus groups sought to:

• understand the concept of resilience that grassroots women have developed 

during their community work, especially seeing resilience as an opportunity in 

the face of adversity, given that it aims to accelerate community development,  

built on the grassroots women and communities’ leadership, knowledge and ex-

periences.

5 fifty-three surveys were received from nicaragua, and 49 were received from guate-

mala.

RESEARCH METHOdOLOgY
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• reflect on the transformative qualities of women’s leadership and the promotion 

of social capital through building networks at the local, national, regional and glo-

bal levels.

• analyze the surrounding socio-environmental reality as a complex system, with 

risks and opportunities created by the sustainable use of resources.

• identify which activities and resources are available for training, fundraising, hu-

man resources, partnerships and other key actions. 

these sessions were not structured as formal sessions, but they helped expand the 

quantitative and qualitative survey results.

cAse studies 

our research coordinator conducted case studies during her field visits to honduras 

and Peru organized by Wagucha and groots Peru. data was obtained through in-

terviews with community groups and key informants, visiting projects-in-progress, 

and speaking to partners such as local and national public officers. these meetings 

were also used as a chance to share information with potential partners for future 

collaborations. they seek to understand the following: 

• What is the role of public agencies that support communities affected by disasters 

and climate change? is there a program or policy in place? are they a part of 

regular programmatic efforts?

• Where is the funding for the programs coming from? how are funds being chan-

neled? how do communities access these resources or programs?

• does the institution have some kind of agreement or partnership to collaborate 

with communities on disaster risk reduction or climate change adaptation activi-

ties? is there a formal agreement?

• What are the advantages and challenges of partnering with communities? are 

there opportunities for the communities to participate in future government pro-

grams?

• What must happen so that programs and government policies could help disad-

vantaged communities more effectively to increase their resilience in the face of 

disasters and climate change?
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limitAtions in the methodoloGy

a participatory action research is foremost a tool to build capacity of the groups that 

implement the research, and to raise awareness of the topics relevant to the com-

munity. as such, this report provides valuable insights to the oft-untold stories of 

grassroots women’s experiences and their efforts to build resilience in areas where 

they live and work. since the survey sample is not random and all participants are 

affiliated with existing community-based organizations, the research should not be 

regarded as a formal survey of the impacts of disasters and climate change in laC 

in general. it does not attempt to understand and explain how natural disasters and 

climate change affect grassroots women and men differently, nor compare rural 

and urban experiences, nor examine whether grassroots women’s strategies are 

more effective than those from other institutions. 

8
Countries

189
analyses

11,511
records

18
focus groups

2
Case studies
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in a study released by unisdr of data from 1990–2011, an average of 24 intensive 

natural disasters took place annually in the 16 countries of laC region.6 While less 

than 1% of disasters were manifestations of intensive risk (defined as 25 or more 

human lives loss and/or 300 or more house units destroyed in a political adminis-

trative unit), the remaining 99% disasters were classified as extensive risk. in other 

words, for every intensive disaster there were 155 extensive ones and that extensi-

ve risks were due to hydro-meteorological and climate phenomena, and these are 

becoming more and more frequent.7

While regional and even national level data are collected by a number of agen-

cies, the current action research focuses on the experiences of grassroots women  

who have been actively building resilience for their communities. the eight lead 

organizations conducted a total of 402 surveys. each questionnaire consists of 38 

questions with some permitting multiple answers, a total of 11,511 responses were 

received. the data was systematized and integrated into 21 analyses per country 

into a unified regional data set. Below are the highlights of the findings.

6 unisdr and Corporación osso, “impacto de los desastres en américa latina y el Caribe, 

1990-2011 (impact of disasters in latin america and the Caribbean 1990-2011: trends and 

statistics for 16 countries – report ,” 2013.

7 unisdr, global assessment report on disaster risk reduction, 2011. 

gRASSROOTS VOICES ON  
dISASTERS ANd CLIMATE CHANgE
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out of 402 respondents, an overwhelming majority are women. as for geographic 

distribution, 53% of them live in rural areas and 47% of them live in urban and 

peri-urban areas. respondents from Brazil, ecuador, guatemala, Jamaica, and ni-

caragua tend to live in rural areas, while those in honduras, Peru, and venezuela 

tend to live in urban or peri-urban areas. since the respondents were selected by 

participating grassroots organizations, 75% of them are members of or linked to an 

organized group working in disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation.

PROFILE OF PARTICIPANTS 

82%

18%

Women Men

chart 2. PeRcentAGe of men/Women in the ReseARch

chart 3. distRibution of uRbAn/RuRAl settinG of suRVey ResPondents by countRy
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the lead grassroots women’s organizations were interested to find out the ack-

nowledged impacts of natural hazards as experienced by their communities so the 

findings may determine their future strategies. in the survey, respondents were 

asked about their experience of disasters, impacts on their well-being, and aware-

ness of climate change. the survey defines disasters as “a serious disruption of 

the functioning of a community or a society involving widespread human, material, 

economic or environmental losses and impacts, which exceeds the ability of the 

affected community or society to cope using its own resources.”8 as for climate 

 change, the survey’s definition is “the variation of the climate of the earth, due to 

natural and man-made causes and it is reflected in changes in different climate 

characteristics: temperature, amount of rainfall, cloudiness, etc.”

Many of the 402 respondents have been affected by at least 2 types of disasters 

or climate change impact, such as drought (49%), extreme heat (44%), and floods 

(42%). 

8 unisdr terminology, retrieved from http://www.unisdr.org/we/inform/terminology#letter-d

chart 4. focus of ResPondents’ community GRouP ActiVities 

chart 5. hAZARds exPeRienced by suRVey ResPondents in the lAst 10 yeARs

Rural Urban Peri-urban

53%38%

9%

IMPACT OF DISASTERS ANd CLIMATE CHANgE
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% of survey sample
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(received 1,229 answers. total % exceeds 100 
because respondents selected multiple answers.)
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chart 6. distRibution of hAZARds exPeRienced by suRVey ResPondents by countRy
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Chart 6 shows the breakdown by country. in the case of Central american and 

Caribbean countries (e.g. honduras, guatemala, nicaragua, and Jamaica), res-

pondents report experiencing 3 to 5 types of natural disasters and climate change 

effects. another country where respondents report experiencing at least 4 types of 

natural disasters and climate change is ecuador. all of the respondents from these 

disaster-prone countries live in rural areas. in contrast, most of the respondents 

from venezuela live in urban centers; they cite environmental pollution (68%) as a 

major issue. 

Whereas quantitative data on disasters usually provide a big picture, the survey 

focuses on the experiences of people living and working in poor communities. res-

pondents were asked about the most significant impacts they suffered. the an-

swers range from damage to crops (57%), damage to public infrastructure, such as 

roads, power stations, schools (55%), and scarcity of clean water (53%). amongst 

the community organizations that work in rural areas, this population is highly de-

pendent on what they harvest for food consumption and income generation. Mo-

reover, participants are aware that disasters have greater impact on low-income 

areas such as those in which they live.

PeRcePtions of climAte chAnGe

of the survey participants, 92% gave positive responses to being affected by cli-

mate change in the last few years. given there are only slight differences in per-

centages of various hydro-meteorological phenomena, it may be said that climate 

change is an imminent situation for inhabitants of both rural and urban areas. above 

all, many refer to the shifts in the intensity of the seasons. 
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Damage to public infrastructure
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chart 7. siGnificAnt imPActs of disAsteRs by communities 

(received 1,298 answers. total % exceeds 100 
because respondents selected multiple answers.) 
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secure tenure of land or property in and of itself does not build resilience, but it 

does reduce a community’s vulnerability because access, use and control over land 

are necessary requisites for investment in sustainable development. Customary 

land administration systems often do not treat women fairly. as a result, many 

women who live in poverty do not have deeds in their names. once disaster strikes, 

women without land titles or property are more adversely affected. Moreover, 

women’s ownership of land and housing is an important entry point to integrating 

food, housing, and economic security.9 secure tenure would reduce vulnerabilities 

related to food insecurity, lack of basic services, threat of eviction, and community  

infrastructure. 

the survey provided some surprising results. More respondents say that the female 

head of household (19%) owns the title or deed to the property they live in, as op-

pose to the male head of household (15%), while 23% reported joint titles or deeds. 

We also note that one-third of respondents have living situations that are something 

other than owning or renting. this high percentage hints at the informal situation in 

9 Chaves, Patricia, fati al hassan, Jacqueline leavitt, and Birte scholz, “grassroots Women 

and tenure security: Key to empowerment and resilient Communities,” Paper presented 

at annual World Bank Conference on land and Poverty, Washington dC (april 2013).

LANd TENuRE  

chart 8. effects of climAte chAnGe bAsed on community PeRcePtions

(received 1,015 answers. total % exceeds 100 because 
respondents selected multiple answers.)
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which many women and men living in poverty find themselves in regards to land 

or property. the results show that further empirical research is needed. a follow 

up question about participants’ perception of the probability of eviction reveals that 

only 14% admitted any chance of eviction (Chart 12), while the remaining 86% do 

not see it as a possibility or do not know.

chart 9. lAnd tenuRe stAtus of men And Women ResPondents  

(received 388 answers on land/property ownership, and 384 answers on 
non-ownership status. Percentages are based on 402 survey participants.)
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chart 10. PeRceiVed PRobAbility of eViction 

(received 396 answers. Percentage reflects the number 
of respondents who answered the question.)
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in advocating for resilience, grassroots women often link food security with agri-

culture and rearing livestock. an important factor in addressing rural poverty lies 

in small scale farming, which produces up to 70% of the basic food basket in the 

region.10 Moreover, rural agricultural production directly affects the entire popula-

tion. for in the urban areas, this translates into food scarcity and elevated prices. 

advocates pay attention not only to hunger, but also in terms of food intake that 

satisfies the needs of different types of people according to age, gender, health 

status, occupation, etc.11 

the survey shows that two-thirds of respondents grow food or raise livestock, or 

both. out of which, 32% depend completely (13%) or mostly (19%) on their own 

food production (Chart 11). disasters and climate change would likely have signifi-

cant impact on those who depend on growing their own food. When asked whether 

they have ever felt they had not enough to eat, 62% replied yes (Chart 12). from 

this group, the majority cites financial problems (22%) and climate change (17%) as 

the top reasons for food insecurity (Chart 13).

10 fao. “américa latina y el Caribe se prepara para el año internacional de la agricultura 

familiar 2014 (latin america and the Caribbean is preparing for the international year of 

family farming 2014),” fao Press release, July 11, 2013.

11 asbjørn eide, “the human right to adequate food and freedom from hunger,” in the right 

to food in theory and Practice, fao, 1998.

FOOd SECuRITY

chart 11. dePendency on household food PRoduction

(received 310 answers. Percentages are based on  
402 survey participants.)
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chart 12. hAVe you eVeR hAd not enouGh to eAt?  

chart 13. ReAsons foR food insecuRity

(received 398 answers. Percentages are based  
on 402 survey participants.)

(received 259 free-form answers. Percentages are based 
on 402 survey participants.)
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survey participants were asked an open-ended question about whether they re-

ceived any kind of support, such as trainings in disaster relief, risk reduction, or 

land security. fifty-eight percent of them reported receiving disaster risk reduction 

training and support, 30% have received training about climate change and sustai-

nable agriculture; 14% received support for community organizing and leadership 

(Chart 14).

community Resilience PARtneRs And Allies 

amongst community resilience partners, respondents identify ngos such as natio-

nal and international civil society organizations as the ones providing the most trai-

ning and support (33%). in the second place is local government (21%). this seems 

logical since local governments are the nearest political administrative units in com-

munities. however, participants also note that local government budgets tend to 

address the needs of communities in locations where officials could receive the 

biggest political gains. other grassroots organizations (17%) and other groups, such 

as churches (18%) are represented as equally supportive, which often occurred as 

exchange of knowledge and experiences (Chart 15).

CAPACITY DEvELOPMENT AND RESOuRCE MOBILIzATION 

chart 14. tyPes of tRAininG And suPPoRt ReceiVed

(received 621 answers. the total % exceeds 100 because 
respondents selected multiple answers.)
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benefits of belonGinG to  
A community-bAsed oRGAniZAtion 

Participants were asked an open-ended question about the most significant benefits 

of being part of a community-based organization (CBo). the survey defines a CBo 

as “a group of people that belong to a community that voluntarily gets together to 

reach collectively defined goals, such as access to basic services, access to credit 

or financial services, restoration of water bodies, reconstruction after disaster, etc.” 

the top three most frequently mentioned themes are: “foster teamwork, promote 

grassroots organizations, form strategic partnerships (38%),” “serve and support 

the development of my community (33%),” and “personal growth as a woman lea-

der and work on behalf of women (10%).” Many of the answers can be organized 

into the themes of service, leadership, and community. in essence, all three are 

connected (Chart 16).

chart 15. institutionAl PARtneRs thAt PRoVided tRAininG And suPPoRt    

(received 483 answers. the total % exceeds 100 because 
respondents selected multiple answers.)
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chart 16. benefits of belonGinG to A community-bAsed oRGAniZAtion

(received 369 free-form answers. Percentages are  
based on 402 survey participants.)
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honduras is highly vulnerable to natural hazards such as flooding, extreme heat, 

storms, droughts, hurricanes, landslides and earthquakes. reducing disaster risks 

and adapting to climate change need to begin with understanding communities’ 

complex socio-environmental reality. Building resilience needs to prioritize com-

munity empowerment in order to improve quality of life through sustainable deve-

lopment. 

Wagucha was established in 2005. in the garifuna language, wagucha means “our 

root.” the organization uses culture as a point of reference to advance local sustai-

nable development. Wagucha has its origins in the Comité de emergencia garífuna 

(garifuna emergency Committee), which supported the recovery of communities in 

the city of trujillo in the aftermath of hurricane Mitch in 1998. the Comité focused 

on garífuna community’s ancestral right to the land, right to political spaces, and 

development in trujillo. 

CASE STudY
WAGUCHA, COMMUNITY PRACTITIONERS  
 PLATFORM FOR RESILIENCE IN HONduRAS
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NATuRAL dISASTERS:
Floods (78%)
Extreme heat (58%)
Severe storms (44%)

SIgNIFICANT IMPACTS:
Damage to public infrastructure (84%)
Scarcity of drinking water (80%)
Loss/damage to housing (56%)

(received 137 answers from 50 respondents. the total % exceeds 
100 because respondents selected multiple answers.)  

chart 17. distRibution of uRbAn/RuRAl settlements of suRVey PARticiPAnts in honduRAs   

chart 18. tyPes of GRouP ActiVities of suRVey PARticiPAnts in honduRAs    
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oRGAniZAtionAl timeline

2005: Creation of grassroots women’s organization Wagucha, with focus on ten-

ding to women’s disaster risks and vulnerabilities. local actions centered on trai-

ning for disaster risk reduction, sustainable management of natural resource pro-

jects, and political advocacy with emphasis on women as leaders that have a direct 

impact on building communities’ resilience. 

2006: Wagucha joined huairou Commission and groots international’s Commu-

nity Practitioners Platform. 

2010: led the formation of inter-agency Partnership for Community resilience in 

honduras to initiate active integration of local governments in resilience building. 

the inter-agency comprises of the Ministry of Planning and external Cooperation 

(sePlan), the Permanent Commission of emergencies (CoPeCo), the Ministry of 

agriculture and animal husbandry (sag).

2011: expanded Community Practitioners Platform to encompass other municipali-

ties in atlántida, Colón, francisco Morazán, and Choluteca. initiated active projects 

in 10 communities in 7 municipalities across the country with the support of local 

governments and inter-agency Partnership for Community resilience in honduras. 

2013: designed and launched “Metodologia Cantarranas” (Cantarranas Methodo-

logy), which emphasizes on training of officials in resilience and empowering gras-

sroots women. the methodology is endorsed and supported by local governments 

in honduras, nicaragua, and guatemala.

2014: expanded the network to include more municipalities in honduras and in the 

region. growth of Wagucha with grassroots women as agents of their own deve-

lopment and the potential to leverage resources, manage projects, and have new 

spaces for public policy advocacy. 

ActiVities And oPeRAtions

Wagucha’s actions are focused on disaster risk reduction, public policy advocacy, 

and the design and execution of sustainable natural resource management projects 

such as climate-smart agriculture, fishing and tourism, production of non-timber 

forest products (e.g. moringa), and social entrepreneurship. Wagucha’s strategy is 

to organize women to identify the challenges and collectively developing possible 

solutions. this allows local and national governmental bodies to be aware of com-

munities’ needs and ways to address them. 

Wagucha’s advocacy is amplified through regional connections in the Community 

Practitioners Platform, serving as a grassroots-led space to integrate and coordina-

te strategies at all levels. in 2010, Wagucha expanded the CPP to other municipali-

ties in honduras by creating alianza interinstitucional para la resiliencia Comunita-

ria en honduras (inter-agency Partnership for Community resilience in honduras). 
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the partnership comprises of: sePlan, CoPeCo, sag and Wagucha. this inter-

agency, multidisciplinary, and multicultural team is united around CPP’s goals and 

visions. they regard resilience as a process that begins with disaster risk reduction 

as the basis for development. 

When the inter-agency Partnership was consolidated, collaborations became a sy-

nergistic way for institutions to increase capabilities, capitalize on short-term re-

sults, and expand actions in the national and international spheres. the partnership 

platform plans, design and execute sustainable projects, and work directly with 

grassroots women and local governments to advocate public policies. in this pro-

cess, organized communities become active agents in development by asserting 

their own voices, positioning their own needs, and contributing to possible solutions. 

GeoGRAPhic ReAch

Wagucha’s grassroots women leaders reduce communities’ vulnerabilities by 

drawing knowledge and practices from their culture in response to local ecologies. 

their vision of adaptation to climate change includes local economic diversifica-

tion, sustainable natural resource management, spirituality and ancient knowled-

ge. the organization’s programs reach several departments in honduras, directly 

benefiting 3,200 people and indirectly benefiting another 16,000. these areas  

consists of: 

• atlántida, francisco Morazán, Choluteca and Colón departments

• Municipalities of trujillo, santa fe, santa rosa de aguan, limón, Balfate, and  

la Ceiba

• Communities of Barranco Blanco, Barrios Cristales, rio negro, and san Martín; 

guadalupe, san antonio, and santa fe; santa rosa de aguan; limón; rio este-

ban; Corozal and sambo Creek 

• Municipalities of Cantarranas, Marcovia and distrito Central

• Communities of Cantarranas, Marcovia and Colonia nueva suyapa 
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cAntARRAnAs methodoloGy 

in 2013, after implementing seven successful training programs in disaster risk re-

duction and climate change adaptation in 10 municipalities of honduras, one of the 

most important milestones was the design of the Cantarranas Methodology.12 it is 

a tool that gathers successful practices in community resilience by “teaching from 

the bottom-up” for local and national authorities. the goal of the methodology is to 

establish cooperative bonds between municipalities and local community groups 

under the framework of unisdr resilient Cities Campaign’s 10-points checklist. 

the main objectives are to:

• obtain a risk evaluation for urban development plans and decisions. ensure that 

this information is readily available to the public. 

• Procure and allocate resources to invest and maintain critical infrastructure with 

the end goal of reducing risks. 

• install early alert systems and organize regular drills for public preparedness.

• execute good resilience practices to activate communities, especially grassroots 

women. 

Basis for the methodology is the exchange of experiences among peers, especially 

women, which makes it a very useful community training and empowerment ap-

proach. By transforming their roles as experts, grassroots women are setting the 

terms on which resilient cities are built.

the methodology has been successfully used in 10 municipalities in honduras whe-

re Wagucha is active. in addition, it will be a public policy instrument presented at 

honduras’ first lady’s office in the economic, ecological, and social enterprise 

proposal in urban and rural areas in honduras’ municipalities in 2014.

With other two Central american members of huairou Commission’s Community 

resilience campaign, unión de Cooperativas de Mujeres las Brumas in nicaragua 

and fundación guatemala in guatemala, Wagucha and the inter-agency Partner-

ship for Community resilience in honduras secured extensive support from local 

governments in the three countries, which signed an agreement for long-term en- 

 

12 “the Cantarranas Methodology” is an outcome of the Community Practitioners Platform. 

the project coordinators were: analucy Bengochea (WaguCha, groots international) 

and diana fernandez dubon (sePlan). the technical team consisted of: analucy Bengo-

chea, evangelista garcía, tatiana solís, diana fernández, anna Cecilia Kirkconnell, Jullyia 

Witty, María teresa rodríguez (fundación guatemala, guatemala) and haydee rodríguez 

(unión de Cooperativas de Mujeres las Brumas, nicaragua). diana fernandez dubon 

systemized the methodology. 
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gagement with grassroots women to advance bottom-up community resilience and 

increasing their public advocacy role. 

Beyond its national and regional impact in Central america, Cantarranas Methodo-

logy is being adopted in future latin american school of sustainable development 

and resilience (elades) in partnership with CoPeCo, the Ministry of environ-

mental and natural resources (serna), the Commonwealth of Municipalities of 

the fonseca gulf and the forest Conservancy institute (iCf). this is enabled by 

Mancomunidad de Mancomunidades de américa latina y el Caribe (federation of 

associations of latin america and the Caribbean), which comprises of associations, 

municipalities, academia, grassroots women’s organizations, civil society, gover-

nments, and co-operatives that work to promote local, endogenous, and resilient 

development of the communities and ecosystems in the latin american region. 

institutionAl PARtneRshiPs

in the inter-agency Partnership for Community resilience in honduras, every mem-

ber organization has a clear role and shares in the vision that investing in resilience 

and training of communities means “saving lives and increasing the family’s sup-

port.” each partner’s key roles and responsibilities are as follows:  

• Wagucha: the partnership’s lead organization. the organization is in every com-

munity training, tending directly to the needs and projects championed by the 

communities themselves. Wagucha promotes community organizing and gras-

sroots women’s empowerment. 

• sePlAn: implements plans and territorial zoning along with risk management at 

the regional level. in partnership with Wagucha, sePlan manages funds through 

the partnership that are directly applied to the most affected communities. 

• sAG: trains and accompanies programs and projects related to socially produc-

tive sustainable enterprises. it distributes human and financial resources, making 

sure that they reach communities, focusing on engaging grassroots women. 

• coPeco: trains volunteers to follow up on programs and projects that are exe-

cuted in communities and are agreed upon within the CPP. as a legal duty, their 

mission is to train and support communities in emergencies and disaster risk re-

duction efforts. the inter-agency Partnership enables CoPeCo to connect natio-

nal and local levels. Currently, it has more than 3,000 volunteers, 80% of whom 

are grassroots women.

• local governments: the governmental bodies closest to the communities. Parti-

cipation in the inter-agency Partnership strengthens their relationship with com-

munities so it can mobilize human and financial resources to implement local 

development projects. 
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the inter-agency Partnership for Community resilience also welcomes involve-

ment from the private sector, such as research institutions and social responsibility 

programs from local and national business. other new actors are also joining the 

partnership, such as the serna and the iCf. together, the partners are involving 

more municipalities across the country, and are leveraging funds to scale up pro-

jects and strategies. 

imPAct And Results

recent accomplishments of Wagucha’s work may be summed up as follows:

• active projects in 10 honduran municipalities in disaster risk reduction, resilience, 

and climate change adaptation. 

• economic diversification and climate change adaptation, such as:

• fishermen’s network for the communities of guadalupe, rio esteban, and  

trujillo

•	Craftsmen’s network for santa rosa de aguan, Corozal, sambo Creek, limón, 

and trujillo

•	seed banks and production of cassava in santa rosa de aguan, Barranco Blan-

co, san antonio, guadalupe, rio esteban, santa fe, and limón

•	training 300 volunteer youths as tourist guides

•	a sustainable seven-project portfolio for the resource leverage process

• design of a “disaster risk reduction Certificate Program” with local government 

support

• the inter-agency Partnership of Community resilience in honduras that includes 

sePlan, CoPeCo, sag, serna, iCf, and municipal governments

• Program development with diPa-fhis (integral development of autonomous 

Peoples – honduran fund for social investment) on sustainable natural resource 

management. in Colón, nine programs have been developed in nine communi-

ties. in atlántida, eight programs have developed in two communities

• training of 3,000 CoPeCo volunteers (of whom 2,400 are grassroots women) 

• the “Cantarranas Methodology” has been successfully applied in 10 municipa-

lities of honduras and 2 other Central american countries (nicaragua and gua-

temala), whose governments have given their full support and have signed an 

agreement to continue this process in the long-term. 

• the training, building the capacity of and empowering of 32,000 direct beneficia-

ries, women and male leaders of grassroots organizations, and 16,000 indirect 

beneficiaries. 
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lessons leARned And chAllenGes

the main lesson for national and local governments stemming from Wagucha’s 

advocacy is the validation that when grassroots women receive proper training 

and are empowered, they can in turn create positive change in sustainable local 

development. Building networks through exchanges is grassroots women’s way 

of multiplying their learning processes and involving new players who may want 

to invest their resources to strengthen communities. grassroots women have also 

demonstrated their capacity to plan, design, and implement programs and develo-

pment projects that advocate for poor communities directly, as well as managing 

human and financial resources with transparency and accountability. 

the biggest challenges to the scaling-up of Wagucha’s programs are related to 

obtaining sustained financial support and building capacity to communicate the ac-

complishments and results achieved in a way that has greater impact on public 

policies. this could be overcome by leveraging process for adequate funding at 

all levels, and a communications campaign that shows the process of community 

resilience building with grassroots women as leaders and conveying visions of the 

extent and impact of their movement. 
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in lima, earthquakes, floods and landslides contribute to the majority of recurrent 

natural disasters. these greatly affect impoverished communities living located on 

top of the hills, where soil conditions and steep slopes do not provide secured foun-

dation for housing.

established in 2008, groots Peru is a national network comprising of 4 grassroots 

organizations or CBos and one ngo with shared visions and strategic goals active 

in san Martín, lambayeque, Cuzco, Cañete, Junín, Callao, and greater lima. its 

members are:

• servicios educativos del agustino – sea (educational services of el agustino), 

the facilitating ngo

• Central de Bancos Comunales (Center of Community Banks)

• red de Mujeres lima este (network of Women of east lima)

• Confederación nacional de Mmujeres organizadas por la vida y el desarrollo 

integral national Confederation  of organized Women for life and integral deve-

lopment (ConaMovidi)

CASE STudY
gROOTS PERu, ENABLERS OF COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
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chart 19. distRibution of uRbAn/RuRAl settlement of suRVey PARticiPAnts in PeRu   

chart 20. tyPes of GRouP ActiVities of suRVey PARticiPAnts in PeRu

PERÚ

Lima NATuRAL dISASTERS:
Earthquakes (46%)
Floods (36%)
Landslides (28%)

SIgNIFICANT IMPACTS:
Emotional/psychological stress (98%)
Loss/damage to housing (66%)
Damage to crops (38%)

Rural Urban Peri-urban
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groots Peru seeks to empower grassroots women organizations at the local, 

national, regional, and global levels. it promotes women’s leadership, foregrounds 

knowledge and contributions of women, develops women’s capacities in advocacy 

and monitoring of public policies relating to their communities. its work is based 

on principles of social justice, autonomy, self-determination, solidarity, democracy, 

and transparency. acknowledging existing conditions of inequality of gender and 

socioeconomic status in Peru, it focuses on good governance, land and housing, 

resilience, economic empowerment, safe cities, hiv/aids, and food security.

oRGAniZAtionAl timeline

2008: founding of groots Peru. Participated in peer exchange with indigenous 

women and drr in guatemala, fourth urban World forum in China, drr work-

shop in honduras. 

2009: implemented first organizational strengthening project; participated in “views 

from the frontline” surveys; follow-up to the hyogo framework; implemented risk 

mapping across nine communities in four districts: agustino, santa anita, san Juna 

de lurigancho, and ventanilla; participated in a local-to-local dialogue grassroots 

academy in Quito, ecuador. 

2010: implemented local-to-local dialogue; participated in a grassroots Women 

academy in rio de Janeiro at the fifth World urban forum, land and housing aca-

demy in Cochabamba, Bolivia, and a disaster risks and vulnerable populations 

workshop; strengthening the identity of groots Peru; disseminated survey results 

of “views from the frontline.” 

2011: Participated in a leadership summit in the united states; organized resilience 

academy and community mappings in lima; participated in second drr summit, 

safe cities conference and food security workshop; manufacturing prefabricated 

materials for earthquake-resistant housing training; facilitated drr in rural areas 

workshop; implemented drr in ten communities in lima; women’s participation 

and access to land and housing in 12 communities in lima; strengthening women’s 

capabilities and organization’s advocacy in drr and access to safe housing, safe ci-

ties project; launched the national Community Practitioners Platform, and “gender 

and Climate Change” project.

2012: implemented drr project funded and implemented in ten communities in 

lima and the districts of el agustino, Comas and san Martin de Porras municipa-

lities; co-organized latin american safe cities project in lima; implemented orga-

nizational strengthening project; participated in the sixth World urban forum; and 

third regional Platform on drr in Chile.
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2013: implemented drr project funded by usaid-ofda in lima, lambayeque, 

Junín, and san Martín; developed drr project with Crf in lima, Callao, Cañete, 

lambayeque, Junín, and san Martín; organized a peer exchange with asociación 

rosa de Montaña of Chacao in venezuela, training with luna Creciente Women’s 

Movement, ecuador; participated in an action research of the regional CPP; and 

won a “safe Cities for Women” contest organized by Women transforming Cities.

2014: groots Peru’s activities took place in san Martín, lambayeque, Cuzco, 

Cañete, Junín, Callao, and greater lima.

buildinG community Resilience steP by steP

groots Peru initiated a Community resilience facilitators training program in 

2011. it aims to be a formative process for organized groups of women living in 

disaster-prone areas to identify partners in the participatory budgeting process in 

local governments and strengthening grassroots relationship with them. the trai-

ning program’s goal is to:

Contribute to the building of community resilience and a culture of prevention 

through the development of specialized women as facilitators to promote the 

expansion of women’s leadership, planning processes and public advocacy in 

district, regional, national and international levels, based on concrete local ex-

periences.

Community resilience facilitators are trained in global and national human rights 

frameworks; indicators and holistic focus of community resilience; principles, acti-

vities and participants of the CPP; global and national drr and CCa frameworks 

and the resilient Cities Campaign; disaster prevention and skills to train other com-

munities; what is facilitation and the role of a facilitator, adult education; strategies 

for resilience development and practical actions; how to negotiate risk reduction 

initiatives; and methods of drafting reports. Currently there are 62 trained resilience 

facilitators.

deVeloPment of A cAPAcity buildinG PRoGRAm 

the capacity building program has been developed through the facilitation of sea, 

whose role is to provide technical support to groots Peru. in this process, the 

handbook “Building Community resilience step by step” has been developed. the 

facilitation team composing of 56 women and 6 men has put the handbook into 

practice in its neighborhood intervention process.

the handbook begins with principles and values essential to community resilience. 

it localizes resilience building by introducing new community resilience facilitators 

to the following topics:
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• legal framework

• disaster risk Management

• history of the Community

• Community Mapping: theory and Practice

• the Prevention Plan

• Participation stages

• negotiation and Public advocacy

• Climate Change

• Popular education

• training and its timings

• the facilitator’s role in Community resilience

the following diagram illustrates groots Peru’s building community resilien-

ce step-by-step curriculum, used in the training of the Community resilience  

facilitators:

COORDINATE FOUNDING MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

TRAINING ON COMMUNITY RESILIENCE, LEADERSHIP AND RISK MANAGEMENT

COMMUNITY MAPPING

PLAN CONSOLIDATION

DRAFT PREVENTION PLAN

PRESENTATION TO THE AUTHORITIES AND COMMUNITY

COORDINATE PROPOSALS IMPLEMENTATION
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imPActs And Results

as a coalition of organizations with different capacities, strengths, and geographic 

reach, groots Peru operates by coordinating delegates from each member orga-

nization. since its formation, the network has developed a strategic plan, managed 

funding and projects at the national and international levels. 

in sum, groots Peru:

• Conducted over 40 community risk mappings with over 1,360 people in lima and 

Callao, it is expanding this work to 5 regions in the country. 

• designed the facilitators of Community resilience Capacity Building Program, 

based on the “diamond approach for Building Community resilience” and “Buil-

ding Community resilience step by step.” 

• training and developing a network of Community resilience facilitators in or-

der to integrate the resilience approach and practices in projects implemented in 

communities. in this process, community representatives and local governments 

have been included to gain a national scope and level of influence. 

• Building networks and coalitions with the national Center for disaster assessment 

Prevention and risk reduction (CenePred) and active participation in gender 

committees, local disaster risk management platforms, anti-poverty commis-

sions, family violence prevention committees, environmental commissions at the 

district, municipal, and national levels. 

• Participation in the formation of the “lima regional Concerted development re-

gional Plan,” with direct advocacy in the east lima zone. 

• Participation and leveraging of funds for projects in the local and metropolitan 

participatory budgets in eight districts: el agustino, santa anita, ate, Chacalayo, 

luringancho-Chosica, s.J. luringacho, la Molina, Cieneguilla.

• signing agreements of Cooperation on local governance with the districts of el 

agustino, santa anita, ate, Chaclacayo. 
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during focus group discussions and follow up interviews, facilitators invited men 

and women leaders who have been working in a wide range of projects to discuss 

the degree they found themselves within a resilience framework. they conducted 

mind map exercises to expand on the information received from the 38-question 

survey. Below is a summary of values, principles, and goals guiding grassroots 

women’s work:

• resilience as a transformative process representing opportunity amidst adversi-

ty, which includes individual and community strengths and the formation of net-

works with women at the center;

• acknowledgement of environmental surroundings as a complex system, with 

threats and risks, and with opportunities through sustainable resource use;

• innovative solutions arise from organized groups of grassroots women framing 

resilience in their own terms;

• Within the community resilience framework, women can have roles as experts in 

their communities;

• Women as main promoters of development through a change process that starts 

within their families and communities;

• grassroots women networks and partners work together to bring women’s prio-

rities and practices to the forefront locally, nationally, and internationally in order 

to reduce communities’ vulnerability to disasters.

COMMuNITY RESILIENCE
PRIORITIES
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a selection of grassroots voices and visions on resilience were collected between 

december 2013 and february 2014 are below:

Community resilience is a process that allows communities, especially women, to 

become empowered and have a voice, beginning with our participation, the support 

to our families and creating unity in our neighborhoods and communities.

espaço feminista, recife, Brazil

Community resilience is to build our own capacities and being able to train others 

in disaster risk reduction, soil and water conservation, promoting community orga-

nization to achieve gains for our communities and other groups who want to work 

on their own development.

luna creciente Women’s movement,  
san José ayora, saquísil, Pujili, lacatunga, toacazo, ecuador

it is the way in which one lives after having suffered some catastrophe, looking 

for solutions to survive, join efforts with men and women neighbors, implement 

activities that help us to have housing, secure food, look for support so that peo-

ple, at the time of being in danger, may know what to do. for example, store less 

perishable foods, build aerial terraces so that harvests do not suffer damages and 

secure our food, identify safe places for its storage, which includes knowing our 

community through mappings that allow us to know the underlying risks and threats 

in our community. resilience also includes materializing management before each 

community’s authorities to find solutions to neighbors’ needs in their area or across 

the community at-large.

coordinación de desarrollo integral de mujeres mayas, 
san Juan Comalapa, Chimaltenango, guatemala

it is understood as the ability of human beings to confront life’s adversities, overco-

me them and be positively transformed by them. this is evident when communities 

create survival strategies, organizational schemes, commitment, unity and other 

experiences to establish new social and labor bonds, adapt, carry on with their lives 

and better them. Confronting problems, public advocacy, taking leadership roles. 

this is how communities are better prepared to face natural disasters; they are ca-

pable of responding to their effects, their consequences and obtain the support and 

recognition on behalf of the authorities.

WAGuchA, guadalupe, honduras

gRASSROOTS WOMEN’S VISIONS FOR RESILIENCE
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Community resilience is the ability to rise up after a catastrophe and work as an 

organized community, to be prepared before other disasters, build our houses in 

safer locations, keep working on new projects and help others who need it so that 

we may all reach our development.

GRoots Jamaica, Jamaica

resilience helps us identify vulnerabilities, it’s transforming weaknesses into stren-

gths, let’s learn to be independent from men. for us, women, resilience is when 

we turn a weak community into a strong one. With knowledge, we expose the pro-

blems and seek alternatives to satisfy the needs of an entire community.

cooperativa de mujeres de base de Wiwili, Jinotega, nicaragua

ability of people in the communities to organize, to prepare, to face, prevent, boun-

ce back, move forward in the face of difficult situations, disasters, or any type of 

event that happens in life.

GRoots Peru, lima

resilience is a process by which, us women, can feel good about ourselves, survive 

any type of personal or environmental event, rehabilitate and come out stronger 

through training, partnerships, linking with networks and readily available resour-

ces to promote our personal development and that of our community. it enables us 

to take part in political spaces to promote grassroots women’s development.

Asociación civil Rosa de montaña, el Pedregal, Caracas, venezuela
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Based on systemization of the survey and focus group findings, final reflections 

on grassroots women’s efforts in building community resilience in laC shows that 

work needs to continue in the following areas:

Resilience practices. sustain existing disaster risk reduction and climate change 

adaption projects. Provide technical know-how in adaptive agricultural practices, 

sustainable natural resource management, food security, land tenure, social entre-

preneurship, etc. strengthen grassroots organizations that have projects and pro-

grams in action to avoid losing gains made.

Advocacy. expand the Community Practitioners Platform as a mechanism to tend 

to the needs of marginalized communities. direct attention to the community’s 

needs implies working closely with local government, and establishing dialogue and 

participatory processes in which communities and organized women feel they are 

being listened to and supported.

empowerment. Concentrate on grassroots women’s training and empowerment 

as the foundation for the community’s resilience and development processes. fi-

nancial and human resources must be directed to promote women’s leadership 

and community organizing. Many of them regard serving the community and being 

recognized as someone who aids its development as a major benefit of being part 

of an organized group.

Recognition. Publicly recognize and consolidate grassroots women’s development 

gains by sharing their practices and achievements so that women’s experiences 

may be known and replicated in other communities. this would contribute to guaran-

teeing women’s rights to be informed and participate in decision-making processes. 

Continue to build capacity (in DRR, CCA, community  
 organizing, leadership, rights, project design)

Direct attention to community’s needs

Direct financial and human resources to
organized communities 

Governmental support in the activities of grassroots 
organizations, especially women

Advice in project design and social entrepreneurship

Information about policies, agreements, projects and 
resources related to resilience

Monitor programs and projects 
implemented in the community

Take into account local experience and 
respect the communities’ culture

Provide materials, equipment, and infrastructure 
to reduce disaster risks

Do not believe in government programs 
supporting community resilience

0 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

% of survey sample

46%

37%

23%

19%

16%

16%

9%

7%

7%

6%

chart 21. RecommendAtions thAt Would mAke GoVeRnment PRoGRAms moRe effectiVe

(received 747 free-form answers. the total % exceeds 100 because 
respondents gave more than one answers) 
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the Community Practitioners Platform for resilience in latin america and the Ca-

ribbean has achieved a number of milestones in empowering grassroots women 

in the region. this is apparent in the network’s drr and CCa activities in over 80 

communities, encompassing food security, secure tenure of land and property, as 

well as partnerships and networks to ensure advocacy at local, national and global 

policy bodies. 

grassroots women’s resilience building engages with systems that put poor com-

munities at risk in the first place. the main challenges associated with transfor-

mational change are not technical, and often involve “the questioning of values, 

the challenging of assumptions, and the capacity to closely examine fixed beliefs, 

identities and stereotypes.”13 

findings from this report validate years of dialogue and advocacy at local, national, 

regional, and global levels. the crosscutting theme of land tenure emerged that will 

inform the direction of the Community resilience campaign in the future: 

land tenure is a key aspect of resilience. this theme crosscuts with food se-

curity, which has been seen as a separate issue by the international development 

community concerned with climate change adaptation. grassroots women point out 

that in rural areas, food security is linked with land tenure. When farm production 

declines due to climate change, not only does it threaten food security and liveli-

hoods of the rural population, urban dwellers are also affected because of price 

inflation due to food scarcity.

during the expert group meeting “Women’s security of tenure” held in recife, Bra-

zil (september 2013) organized by the huairou Commission and espaço feminista, 

a set of recommendation emerged on gender sensitive land analysis, legal fra-

meworks, and support mechanisms. the articulation of this position is reaffirmed 

during grassroots Women’s academy in the sixth World urban forum in Medellín 

(april 2014). the following recommendations were presented to address secure 

land tenure and food security:

• Create spaces for dialogue and commitment between governments and women’s 

grassroots organizations to improve the implementation of programs and policies 

related to secure land ownership and food security;

• acknowledge and support innovative grassroots women’s practices in the urban 

and rural spheres to make public spaces more sustainable;  

• finance and support the technical ability of grassroots women to allocate public 

lands;

13 lauren ravon, “resilience in times of food security: reflecting on the experiences of 

women’s organizations.” oxfam Canada, september 2014.

FINAL REFLECTIONS 
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• include grassroots women in the planning and implementation of development 

programs at the local and national levels;

• enable direct access to the subsidies guaranteeing women’s economic stability in 

the communities. 

networks such as community Practitioners Platform is vital to influencing 
public policy processes at the local, national, regional and global levels. 
networks allow community leaders to connect to other national and international 

institutions. the interviews held with national and local government representatives 

resulted in the acknowledgment of the role that grassroots women’s organizations 

play with respect to organizing communities for collective action and advocacy. 

even in situations where disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation po-

licies and programs exist, grassroots communities have not received the potential 

gains due to marginalization from decision-making processes. in case after case 

around the world, grassroots actions have transformed communities from mere 

beneficiary to active agents that initiate partnerships that made government policies 

and program more accountable and effective. 
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APPENdIX
each survey consists of 38 questions; a number of questions have more than one 

answer, or are open-ended questions.  

 

A. basic information 

 1. name

 2. gender 

 3. age

 4. village/City 

 5. Country

 6. type of settlement (urban/rural)

b. Group information
 7. do you belong to an organized group in your community? 

  (yes/no/don’t know)

 8. if yes, what is the name of your group?

 9. What are the main activities of your group? (open-ended)

 10. to what kind of communities are the activities of your group directed? 

  (open-ended)

 11. is your group associated with a larger network of community-based groups/

  organizations? (yes/no/don’t know)

 12. What is the name of the network(s)?

c. disaster and climate change
 13. have you been impacted by any natural disaster in last 10 years? 

  (yes/no/don’t know)

 14. What are the types of disasters that have impacted you the most? 

  (Multiple choice)

 15. What were the most significant impacts? (Multiple choice)

 16. have you noticed any change in climate that has affected your lives in 

  last few years? (Multiple choice)
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d. secure land tenure
 17. the land you live in is used for: (Multiple choice)

 18. do you own the land that you live in? (yes/no/don’t know)

 19. if yes, do you have any document that supports the ownership of this land? 

  (yes/no/don’t know)

 20. What kind of documents?

 21. under whose name are those documents? (Male/female head of 

  household/Both/other: fill in the blanks)

 22. if your part or all of the land were to be sold, who would make the decision? 

  (Male/female head of household/Both/other)

 23. if no, what kind of the relationship do you have with the land? (rent/other)

 24. is there a possibility of eviction? (yes/no/don’t know)

e. food security
 25. do you grow food or raise animals for consumption? (yes/no/don’t know)

 26. if yes, how much of that food that you produce do you consume in your

  household? (Multiple choice)

 27. What do you consider is the most important element in your daily food 

  intake/nutrition? (open-ended)

 28. have you ever had not enough food to eat? (yes/no/don’t know)

 29. if yes, how often does it happen? (Multiple choice)

 30. What are/were the causes? (open-ended)

f. external support and Recommendation
 31. has your group received any kind of support (including trainings) in disaster 

  relief, risk reduction and /or land security? (yes/no/don’t know)

 32. What kind of support? (open-ended)

 33. Who provided the trainings? (Multiple choice)

 34. What recommendations do you have that would make the government 

  programs more effective in resilience building with poor communities? 

  (open-ended)

 35. in your experience, what has been the biggest benefit of being part of 

  your group? (open-ended)
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